
Our company is hiring for a staff technical program manager. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for staff technical program manager

Identifies gaps in program team roles and temporarily serves the role while
ensuring the gap gets filled
Uses strategic objectives to focus thinking and builds a collective and shared
vision for the program
Speaks knowledgeably and articulately and communicates easily and
effectively with individuals at any level in the organization with customers,
partners, and governing agencies
Manage changes during the project
Drive integration roadmaps including complex, multi-phase, multi-program
roadmaps, involving multiple contributing teams
Support or leading various engineering events and activities such as all-
hands, tech talks, off-site, hackathon
Drive alignment between our Global Product and Technology teams and the
larger Small Business Group and central technology teams
Partner with our Global product and technology teams to understand their
needs and dependencies to continue to deliver on Quickbooks amazing
global expansion
Partner across the Small Business Group and with central technology teams
to ensure the delivery of features needed by the Global teams
This person will help be the eyes and ears on the ground in Mountain View
for all of the QBO Global teams around the world, helping to ensure that the
requirements and dependencies needed for Global features remain a top
priority for the organization

Example of Staff Technical Program Manager Job
Description
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4+ years of experience in quality engineering and interoperability testing
Experience leading QA teams through complex projects
Experience launching new products to the global market
Knowledge of Python and test automation using Selenium and other tools
Fluency in Japanese (written and verbal)
7+ years technical program management or management experience with
consumer products and a proven track record of successfully creating and
driving technical project plans and their cross-functional teams to meet goals


